HOW TO STEAL A MILLION eV
(published in the "Engineer" magazine # 3, 2012)
As soon as suspicion arises, the old myth about the
Bonn collection bursts. Boom! All my canvases will be checked
and rechecked by X-rays, beta rays, microscopes,
spectroscopes, smelly reagents. AND! Indeed, we live in a
consumer society, without faith, ideals.
From the movie "How to Steal a Million"

Over the century that has elapsed since its inception, the theory of relativity
has accumulated an impressive collection of experimental evidence, which for a long
time did not raise doubts. The first suspicions of their falsity arose in the 1960s, after
radar measurements of Venus. The American physicist B. Wallace, who sounded the
alarm, showed that the signal launched to Venus and returned as a boomerang proved
the falsity of the special theory of relativity (SRT) and the validity of the Ritz ballistic
theory (BTR) [1]. At the same time, the independent expert J. Fox checked the
collection of SRT "confirmations" and came to the conclusion that none of them is
reliable. But, as Fox showed, many facts speak in favor of Ritz's theory [2]. And only
the illegal seizure and concealment of data on Venus, with a further ban on
publications on this topic, saved the theory of relativity from exposure: if you are not
caught, you are not a thief. But research methods have evolved, and the flow of data
that speaks of the falsity of SRT has grown so much that this data began to surface
regularly. Let us recall the news that came on September 23, 2011 from Italy, where,
in the OPERA experiment, neutrinos were discovered flying with superluminal speed,
contrary to SRT [3]. Therefore, we will conduct another examination of the SRT
collection and check if there is at least one genuine evidence in it.
The main conclusion of SRT is that nobody can fly at a speed higher than the
speed of light in a vacuum c=3·108 m/s. Only under this condition will the
experiments "confirm" the relativistic kinematics. But, until it is checked, the
"confirmation" of the SRT is worth nothing. For a whole century, no one has
measured the speed of fast particles directly, dividing their path by the time of flight
according to the school formula, although fixing the sublight speed would be the best
guarantee for SRT. Instead of this ballistic examination, relativists offered indirect
evidence, without direct measurements of the velocities, lifetimes and energies of
particles. And the very first direct measurement revealed the superluminal speeds of
neutrinos. However, superluminal particles have been recorded before, and this is the
first published report. After all, the experiment was carried out by hundreds of
scientists, and it was not possible to conceal it, to blame it on errors, declaring it a
false alarm, as in the location of Venus and the discovery of superluminal particles of
cosmic rays [4].
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Figure: 1. When firing an electron gun or β-source electrons deviate from the center of the
screen the less, the higher their speed. So, when shooting direct fire from a cannon increase in
hit accuracy corresponds to the higher velocity of the shot of the nuclei.

Why did physicists begin to paint abstract pictures of phenomena limited by
the speed of light? It all began in 1901 with the experiment of Kaufmann, who
measured the deflection of an electron e in an electric E and magnetic B field (Fig. 1).
Their ratio Δx/Δy=E/BV was used to estimate the velocity V=EΔy/BΔx, which turned
out to be lower than the speed of light c even for the most energetic electrons of βrays [5]. But already in 1908, Walter Ritz, arriving from Zurich to Paris, exposed in
his article these false estimates: the effects of fields on the electron were sought
indirectly, according to Maxwell's electrodynamics, which had not been tested at high
speeds. If the electric force deflecting the electron exceeds the effect eE on the
stationary one (like the force of the wind pressure on the bullet, which grows with the
bullet speed), then the fastest electrons will have a speed that is superluminal [1].
However, Ritz did not manage to complete his ballistic examination, and the
relativists, having accepted V<c, pretended that the small deviations of the electrons
confirm the increase in mass. And the reason was the excess of speed: the faster the
electron flies, the less its deviation from a straight line, like a high-speed long-range
projectile.
Similarly, in cyclic accelerators, the sublight velocity of particles is found by
the curvature of the trajectories of charged particles flying in a magnetic field,
assuming an overestimated relativistic mass. This is a striking example of a vicious
circular proof, because the true mass m with a small curvature of the trajectories leads
to superluminal velocities [6]. Velocities are also measured by particle energies. From
the SRT formulas, no matter how great the energy W is, the velocity v found from it is
always lower than c. However, even relativists do not look for energy directly, at least
calorimetrically, according to the heating temperature of a metal target on which a
beam of electrons or ions from an accelerator is deposited (it is easy to find the energy
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of an individual particle from the charge absorbed by the target). If this energy is
accurately measured, avoiding its consumption for nuclear reactions in the target and
delaying the bremsstrahlung, then the energy will not coincide with that found by SRT
and will allow one to search for the particle velocity according to the classical formula
W=mV2/2=γ2mс2/2 (where γ=p/mc), which gives superluminal velocities for electrons
already at energies of the order of MeV [1, 6]. And relativistic accounting for
ultrarelativistic particles (γ>>1) gives W=γmс2, that is, γ/2 times less, stealing
millions of electron volts (eV) from people on each particle.
The lifetime T of fast particles has never been directly measured either.
Instead, T is sought indirectly by dividing the path L by the particle velocity V,
assuming it is close to c. Only the fake value of the velocity "confirmed" the
conclusion of STR about the extension of the life T=L/c in comparison with the life T0
of slow particles [7]. Logically, everything should be done the other way around: look
for V=L/T0 by the time T0, measured by the clock, from the number of decays per
second. For energetic particles, this immediately leads to the values V>>c [6]. The
fact that the lifetime of rapidly moving particles does not change can be verified by
measuring it directly. So, by forcing unstable particles or nuclei to circulate at high
speed in the ring of the accelerator, it is possible to directly learn from the rate of their
decay measured by the clock, whether the lifetime according to SRT is increasing or
not. It seemed that such a measurement, which confirmed the dilation of time, was
carried out at the CERN muon storage ring. However, it also turned out to be indirect
and showed, in addition, that the muon lifetime is not affected by their acceleration
caused by rotation around the ring. But what about Professor Mössbauer then? After
all, its effect seemed to reveal that decaying nuclei moving in a circle do not have
time dilation according to SRT: only the acceleration of nuclei affects the frequency
of γ-rays!
Thus, all the expert "evidence" of mass growth and time dilation are fakes,
"certified" by the groundless hypothesis of sublight particle velocity. Relativists
believe that the limited speed of particles confirms the Vavilov-Cherenkov effect. Just
as the angle θ at which the waves from the ship diverge makes it possible to calculate
the ship's speed, so the angle θ of the Cherenkov radiation light waves diverging from
the particle is used to search for its velocity v in the medium: v=c/ncosθ, where c/n is
the speed of light in the medium, n is the refractive index (Fig. 2). This estimate of the
particle velocity never exceeded c (with rare exceptions [8]). However, this formula
was derived by Tamm and Frank within the framework of SRT, for which they
received the Nobel Prize, having nothing to do with the discovery of the effect. And
S.I. Vavilov, who together with P.A. Cherenkov discovered the effect, immediately
realized that radiation is generated by superluminal electrons. Probably, after this
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Vavilov doubted the relativity theory, became interested in the BTR and wanted to
conduct a new examination, but also did not have time.
According to the BTR, since radiation generates a moving electron, then the
speed c' of light waves coming from it in the medium is not equal to c/n, but to the
vector sum с/n+V/n2 (but relative to the source с/n–V(1–1/n2), as shown by the Fizeau
experiment [2]). Since the source in the medium imparts part of its velocity V to the
light, then we will no longer get cosθ=c/nV. Let the electron, located at the point O,
emit a light wave (Fig. 2). After time t, it will arrive at point A, so OA=Vt. During this
time, the spherical light wave emitted in O will reach the radius BS=сt/n, and its
center will shift to point B, passing the path OB=Vt/n2. After all, the speed of the
points of the S wave is the vector sum of two motions: radial expansion with a speed
c/n and displacement with a speed V/n2 imparted by the electron. As a result, the
spherical waves created by the electron along the path OA, upon addition, form a
common front tangential to these waves and diverging in the form of a cone at an
angle θ=ABS. From the right-angled triangle ASB, we find cosθ=BS/BA, where
BA=OA–OB=Vt–Vt/n2. Hence, cosθ=с/nV(1–1/n2), that is, the Fresnel drag coefficient
(1–1/n2) was previously completely neglected in the Cherenkov effect. Hence, the
electron velocity V=с/n(1–1/n2)cosθ, which gives higher speeds than the usual
formula v=с/ncosθ. For example, if it was believed that in water (n=1.3) the limiting
angle cosθ=1/n corresponds to the speed v=с/ncosθ=с, then in reality it corresponds to
the superluminal speed V=с/(1–1/n2)=2.45с.

Fig. 2. The speed of the particles, found by the angle θ Cherenkov radiation on the BTR differs
from that found by SRT and often exceeds with, since the source carries away the light in the
environment.
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It turns out that the particle velocity was underestimated by a false estimate of
the radiation speed. The true speeds are several times higher, and the value cosθ=1/n
itself is not the limit, as shown by the experiments of A. Tyapkin [8]. It's just that the
design of Cherenkov detectors does not allow registration of radiation at exorbitant
angles. After all, Cherenkov detectors usually measure not the angle θ, but register
particles arriving at a given angle that does not go beyond the "permissible" range
1/n≤cosθ≤1. And for measuring the speed of particles, threshold counters are used,
which are triggered when a particle, having exceeded the threshold of the speed of
light in a medium with c/n, begins to generate radiation, from where, according to
SRT, cosθ=с/nv=1 (for v<c/n, there is no radiation, otherwise cosθ>1). In such
meters, a gas medium is used, where n≈1, or n=1+δ and δ<<1. By increasing the gas
pressure and n, radiation is expected to be generated at v<с/n, from where the particle
velocity v=с/n≈с–δс is found from n.
But since the limiting angle cosθ=1 corresponds to V=с/n(1–1/n2)≈с/2δ, then
at δ<<1 the threshold Cherenkov counters record particles with V>>c. According to
SRT, the decrease in δ and the threshold gas pressure corresponds to the approach of v
to c, and according to the BTR - to an infinite increase in the velocity V! The speed
v=с/n≈с–δс, found from SRT, gives a relativistic impulse p≈mc/(1–v2/c2)1/2≈
mc/(2δ)1/2, which coincides with the measured p. But a similar value of the impulse is
given by the classical formula p=mV=mс/2δ, if we take the value V≈с/2δ, found from
the BTR. The mismatch of the power in the denominator p is due to the fact that the
formula for the Cherenkov effect was found approximately, since the Fresnel drag
coefficient was theoretically and experimentally found only for V<<c [2], and for
high velocities the coefficient is expressed in a more complicated manner and more
accurately agrees with the measured momentum. It can be seen from the classical
formula that particles do not generate Cherenkov radiation in a vacuum (n=1, δ=0),
but not because the speed of light in a vacuum is unattainable, but because the
particles would have to fly infinitely fast: V=с/n(1–1/n2)→∞. In a vacuum, the
predominant frame of reference associated with the environment disappears, which is
why electromagnetic influences escape relative to the charge in all directions with the
same speed c, and it cannot catch up with them, moving at a constant speed.
So, all measurements confirm the superluminal velocities of particles, and
relativistic kinematics is devoid of any grounds, since it operates with velocities not
measured, but calculated according to STR. However, in one relativity theory
examination, not speeds appear, but only the angles between them. According to
classical kinematics, if particle 1 elastically collides with the same particle 2, but
motionless, then the angle φ at which they fly apart is always equal to 90º (Fig. 3).
And in relativistic kinematics φ<90º and sharpens as the speed of the ramming
particle grows. Experience has confirmed: high-energy electrons 1 after hitting
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stationary electrons 2 scatter at angles less than 90º [9]. But this by no means proves
SRT. Indeed, in classical mechanics φ=90º only with elastic impact, when the initial
and final kinetic energy of particles is the same mV2/2=mV12/2+mV22/2. Then the
triangle of vectors V, V1, V2 is rectangular, since V2=V12+V22. But when they collide at
high speed, electrons experience huge accelerations, which is why they emit
bremsstrahlung, synchrotron radiation, losing energy. This radiation is almost absent
at low speeds and accelerations of electrons, but at light speeds the radiation losses are
significant. The collision turns out to be inelastic (mV2/2> mV12/2+mV22/2), the
velocity triangle becomes obtuse, and the outer angle φ at its apex sharpens: electrons
scatter along the V1, V2 directions at an angle φ<90º.

Fig. 3. The angle of spread of electrons at inelastic impact becomes sharp due to energy and
momentum losses on synchrotron radiation upon impact.

With an increase in the speed and acceleration of the particles, the
synchrotron radiation losses grow rapidly, which is why the angle φ is ever sharper.
Relativists considered this to be a guarantee of the growth of deviations from classical
mechanics due to approaching the speed of light [9]. But in fact, classical mechanics
continues to work perfectly, and the reason for the sharpening of φ is only in the
growth of losses, as it is easy to verify by direct calculation. If we go to the system of
the center of mass O, then we can see that the loss of energy is not accompanied by a
loss of momentum: the recoil pulses received by the electrons during the ejection of
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synchrotron radiation cancel each other out, as if two identical rifles resting on their
butts fired simultaneously in opposite directions. When the masses of particles 1 and 2
do not coincide, not only the energy but also the momentum changes. The SRT did
not take into account these losses for radiation and excitation of nuclei (in
experiments with α-rays), and only in this way they obtained agreement with
experiment. And if the radiation is taken into account, then the impacts of energetic
particles destroy relativistic mechanics and strengthen the classical one.
Extensive air showers from particles knocked out during the collision of highenergy cosmic rays with atoms of the earth's atmosphere were also considered a shock
confirmation of SRT. At impacts from the nuclei of atoms, secondary particles fly out,
forming an avalanche of more and more particles. But the detectors register almost
simultaneous arrival of particles during the time Δt~10–9 s [10], which supposedly
indicates the movement of particles with almost the same speed, close to the limit c.
And according to classical kinematics, all particles have different velocities, enclosed
in the range from V1 to V2<V1, and pass through the thickness of the earth's
atmosphere L~100 km = 105 m for unequal times differing by Δt=L/V2–L/V1=L(V1–
V2)/V1V2. Hence, it can be seen that if V1, V2 are of the order of c, and differ by several
times, then Δt~L/c~10–4 s, which is much longer than the real time of the shower
registration. But the error is not in the classical kinematics, but in the estimation of the
speed. Primary cosmic particles that form showers have an energy W=mc2γ=1015–1021
eV. Since these particles are mainly protons and light nuclei, for which mc2~109 eV,
for them γ~106–1012. That is, their classical speed V=γc [6] is millions and even
trillions of times higher than the speed of light. The secondary particles arising in
collisions have comparable velocities: V1=γ1c, V2=γ2c, where γ1, γ2~106–1012. Whence
Δt=L(γ1–γ2)/γ1γ2c~10–9 s and below. That is why it seems that the particles arrived at
the same time, although the reason for this is not the equality of velocities, but in the
instantaneous run through the atmosphere at hyperlight speeds. Even if V1, V2 differ
thousands of times due to energy losses in collisions, the particles will arrive almost
synchronously.
Much confirms the superluminal speed of showers. First, the muons forming
the showers fly tens of kilometers to the ground, although at lifetimes T~10–6 s at the
speed of light they would have traveled a path L=cT no more than a kilometer [6, 7].
Secondly, the zenith anomaly has been discovered: most of the energetic air showers
come from the zenith, as if the primary particles fall vertically to the ground [10]. The
zenith angle θ of shower arrival is sought from the delay Δt of shower registration by
detectors spaced horizontally by a distance b (Fig. 4). Taking the shower velocity
V2=c, one finds sinθ=cΔt/b≈0, as if the particles are moving vertically. But, since the
real speed of particles V2=γ2c is much higher (γ2>>1), then sinθ=γ2cΔt/b, and the real
angle θ is greater than that found by SRT. Even if the detectors are triggered
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synchronously, this does not indicate the sheer verticality, but the hyperlight speed of
the shower. The higher the energy of the primary particle and the γ-factor, the more
sheer according to SRT the fall of the shower seems, although it should be the
opposite: the more energetic the shower, the easier it is for its particles to pierce the
earth's atmosphere at an angle. Third, researchers of cosmic rays have more than once
registered particles that are ahead of the shower front by a fraction of a second [4],
which is impossible if the particles fly with the same speed v≈c. But if the shower,
having spent energy on the way to the detector, slows down to a speed V2~c, then the
fastest particles with V1>>c, arriving at the detector almost instantly (L/V1≈0), will
noticeably outstrip the shower front for a time Δt=L/V2–L/V1~L/c~10–4 s, as was
observed. This also explains the series of two, three or more cosmic ray pulses
discovered in the VEGA experiment, separated by intervals of Δt~10–7 s. For SRT this
is nonsense, but for classical physics it is a possible thing: if the velocities of different
groups of particles V1, V2, V3 … are about 103 c, then Δt=L/V2–L/V1~10–7 s. Or a
sequence of impulses is created by superluminal particles flying in a burst of artificial
origin and carrying information in the form of impulses of "points" and "dashes" of
the interstellar telegraph [1].

Fig. 4. Method for determining the angle arrival of shower θ due to its delay registration with
Geiger counters.

Even attracting nuclear installations to the bargain, SRT triumphs only due to
false estimates of speed. A striking example of this is the recent experience at the
Kurchatov Institute [11]. This is an experiment with a "beard" repeating the scheme of
Mazmanishvili [6]: assuming the velocity V of electrons in the accelerator equal to c,
the speed of the synchrotron radiation emitted by them is estimated from the BTR at
2c, which contradicts the experiment (Fig. 5). But experience refuted not the BTR, but
false estimates of the electron velocity according to SRT. After all, the speed of
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particles, found classically, can differ from the speed of light by several times, which
will explain the result of the experiment. It would seem that the speed V can be
measured by dividing the length L of the accelerator ring by the period T of the
accelerating field: V=L/T. But, as physicists admit, the frequency of rotation of
particles in an accelerator is not always equal to the frequency of the accelerating
field, differing from it by q times, otherwise the usual values V=L/T>>c will
immediately be rejected by SRT [1, 6]. That is why q is not measured, but is selected
from the condition V=L/qT≈c.
If the speed V of the electrons in the accelerator is very different from c, then
they emit light with a speed not c'=2c, but c'=c+V. Then the light will travel the
distance S1 to detector 1 in time t1=S1/(c+V), and the electron will travel S2 to detector
2 in time t2=S2/V. The speed V is searched for by the delay t1–t2. But the measured
pulse shift ∆t may differ from the true delay t1–t2 by an integer number k of periods T
of pulses indistinguishable from each other. As a result, from the condition t1–
t2=∆t+kT one can find an infinite number of values of V, which can be either higher or
lower than the speed of light, differing from it by an integer number of times. That is,
the experiment does not reject the BTR: there is a number of values of the velocity V,
which are in agreement with experience and with classical physics. The conclusion
about which of them is correct and whether the experiment corresponds to SRT or
BTR can be made only after direct measurement of the electron velocity. For this, the
speed of the electrons from the accelerator must be sought by dividing the distance S
between the two detectors by the delay between the electron registration pulses t. And
for a signal from periodic identical pulses, it is necessary to check how the delay
changes with a smooth increase in S (Fig. 5), otherwise there is a risk of repeating
Aleksandrov's mistake [6], which is common when analyzing periodic signals. This is
a well-known stroboscopic effect: for example, in the movies it often seems as if the
wheels of a racing car are barely spinning or spinning in the opposite direction, since
the shooting, which occurs 24 times a second, each time finds the wheel turned for
several periods. So, in discrete measurements of the speed of particles and the light
emitted by them, it seems ten times lower than the real one.
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Fig. 5. Scheme of experiment for measuring speed synchrotron radiation should be supplemented
direct measurement of electron velocity, eliminating the strobe effect by increasing S.

So, the entire collection of SRT evidence rests on the belief in the hypothesis
of the speed of light and particles not exceeding c. If you doubt it, the SRT myth will
collapse, unable to stand the test, because all the evidence is fake. Of course, the
creators of the forgeries tried to make them look convincing. Just as a criminal who
falsifies paintings imitates the manner of the master and, tearing off the paint from
classical paintings, transfers it to his forgeries, so relativists, violating the laws of
nature, use in their proofs-sophisms the relations and facts found by the classics,
presenting them as a guarantee of the authenticity of the masterpiece STO [12]. By
focusing attention on indirect facts and correlations, relativists divert attention from
direct checks, without which indirect ones are worthless. Therefore, the collection of
SRT certificates must be comprehensively checked and rechecked, since the
touchstone (measurements of Venus, neutrinos) showed SRT to be false. Thorough
verification is also necessary because relativists, forging evidence, not only parasitize
on the sale of their abstract "fake masterpieces" and backward technology, but also
rob mankind, depriving energy, environmentally friendly and efficient types of
reactors and accelerators, interfering with the creation of revolutionary technology
based on on BTR and classical physics.
S. Semikov
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